HME* SAFARI ADVENTURE
*HERSHEY MEDICAL CENTER

By Noelle Whyte
G'DAY STUDENTS! WELCOME TO THE TOUR. HOPE YOU'LL SEE A BIT OF YOURSELF IN ONE OF THESE SPECIALTIES. LET'S GET GOING!

FIRST STOP: INTERNAL MEDICINE...

40 Y.O. F 2 ABDOMINAL PAIN, DIFFERENTIAL?

Pancreatitis, Appendicitis, Constipation, Obstruction, Ovarian Torsion, IBD, Bacterial Overgrowth.

AND?

RM 401

Wise Attending Physician: Inflammatory Bowel Disease

So now we'll head over to the main O.R.s...

Scalpel, suction. Med student, how long is the small bowel?

Nervous Medical Student: Umm... about 6 feet, sir.

Shirt! He's talking to me.

Intimidating Surgeon
LFEET ?? WHAT DO THEY TEACH YOU IN MED SCHOOL NOW-A-DAYS ?? BACK IN MY DAY BLAH BLIB BLEB BOOP... CRUE ACING THAT WAS SOMETHING HUH ?? LET'S HEAD OVER TO CLINIC BEFORE WE SCARE THESE APPLICANTS OFF!

AND THAT'S HOW INSULIN WAS INVENTED!

MEDICINE ROUNDS CONTINUE...

LOOKS LIKE THE PSYCHIATRISTS ARE JUST ARRIVING

AND IF YOU LOOK TO THE RIGHT, YOU'LL SEE THE INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL.

OH THOSE CRAZY PSYCHIATRISTS...

WELCOME TO PEDS CLINIC! IF YOU LOOK HERE YOU'LL SEE A REGULAR PEDS SCHEDULE. NEXT, WE'LL SEE HOW A PEDIATRICIAN TAKES A CHILD'S HISTORY!

CUTE & CUDDLY PEDIATRICIAN

PLEASANT YET OVERBEARING PARENT

TEKKIFIED CHILD
HEEY THERE KIDDO!

AND THE ROUNDED CONTINUES...
ECHEOLISTEROLEMIA, DIABETES INSIPIDUS, KIDNEY STONES,
EMBOLIC PHENOMENON, EPERITICENCEPHALO,
HEART TRIM, ASCENDING CIRCUS TO CHA
JUGULAR INFECTION, HEPATITIS, FUNGUS BUL
PENTIRNE ESSE

ERIKER, THEY SURE CAN
WAIT HUH? LET'S
HEAD BACK TO THE
HOSPITAL NOW.

LAST STOP: RADIOLOGY!

SO AS YOU CAN SEE, THE
RADIOLIGSTS ARE HARD
AT WORK!

ACTUALLY, WE CAN'T REALLY SEE
ANYTHING

OH! HOW COULD I FORGET THE
LIGHTS?!
Crikey that was exciting!
Well that concludes our tour. I hope you enjoyed it and saw a bit of what you're in for!

I feel oddly drawn towards radiology.

I wonder if it's too late to consider switching careers?

THE END